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Abstract A drawback of many cable-driven parallel robots is a relatively small
orientation workspace. In this paper, two design variants for cable-driven parallel
robots with nine and twelve cables are proposed that allow for large rotations. It
is shown that the platform can perform a 360◦ rotation while maintaining posi-
tive tension in all cables and without collisions amongst the cables. Furthermore,
workspace studies of the total orientation workspace are provided. Surprisingly, this
family of cable robot is capable to perform an unlimited rotation within a transla-
tional workspace of reasonable size. Finally, the efficiency and computation time of
force distribution algorithms is compared for cable robotshaving twelve cables.

Key words: cable-driven parallel robots, workspace, interference, unlimited rota-
tion, orientation workspace

1 Introduction

Cable-driven parallel robots, in the following simply called cable robots, mainly
consist of a light weight platform, cables, and winches and therefore allow to design
systems with an exceptional good power to mass ratio compared to conventional
kinematics. The workspace of the robot mainly depends on thewinch positions and
platform anchor points. Cable robots have a relatively small rotational workspace
compared to their translational workspace. Prototypes such as the CoGiRo [3] are
able to rotate the platform by around 90◦ which is considered to be a large orien-
tation workspace for a cable robot. Handling tasks such as conveyer belt pick-and-
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Fig. 1 Design of two cable robot with an unlimited yaw rotation around itsz-axis in the form of a
lever (left) and crank shaft (right) with nine cables.
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Fig. 2 The endless Z12 robot architecture withm = 12 cables

place applications demand for a larger rotational workspace which can yet only be
achieved by additional actuated axes on the platform.

In this paper, an approach is presented where the desired rotation is actuated by
cables. This keeps the mass of the system low and avoids the need for power supply.
Beside that, additional cables increase the safety of the system and even may be
used to increase the translational workspace.

2 Cable Robot with Large Rotation

The basic idea of a cable-driven parallel robot with one unlimited rotation axis
was recently presented [7]. In this paper, we detail the properties of such robots
by proposing a configuration with more cables that has the unlimited rotation prop-
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Table 1 Geometry data for the baseai and platformbi anchor points

endless Z9 baseai platformbi

i x y z x y z

1 − rB
2

√
3

2 rB HB rP 0 HP

2 rB 0 HB rP 0 HP

3 − rB
2 −

√
3

2 rB HB rP 0 HP

4 − rB
2

√
3

2 rB hB 0 0 hP

5 rB 0 hB 0 0 hP

6 − rB
2 −

√
3

2 rB hB 0 0 hP

7 − rB
2

√
3

2 rB 0 0 0 0
8 rB 0 0 0 0 0

9 − rB
2 −

√
3

2 rB 0 0 0 0

endless Z12 baseai platformbi

i x y z x y z
1 −rB rB HB rP 0 HP

2 rB rB HB rP 0 HP

3 rB −rB HB rP 0 HP

4 −rB −rB HB rP 0 HP

5 −rB rB hB 0 0 hP

6 rB rB hB 0 0 hP

7 rB −rB hB 0 0 hP

8 −rB −rB hB 0 0 hP

9 −rB rB 0 0 0 0
10 rB rB 0 0 0 0
11 rB −rB 0 0 0 0
12 −rB −rB 0 0 0 0

erty of the platform within a reasonably large wrench-feasible workspace. Addi-
tionally, we show that the robot does not suffer from cable-cable collisions in this
workspace. Considering the connection of many cables to theplatform in a spa-
tial robot, it seems to be clear from intuition that large rotation is impossible for
a cable-driven robot. However, this intuition is wrong and one way to achieve this
effect is to use a platform that has the form of a crank shaft. Fixing three cables to
each end of the shaft is basically a generic 2R3T design. Then, one uses an eccen-
tric connection point on the shaft to independently controlthe rotation of the shaft
(see Fig. 1). In this simple example, three cables share a common anchor point at
each end of the shaft as well as on the crank. From a kinematic point of view, this
yields exactly the desired rotational mobility of the platform. As shown in [7], each
additional degree-of-freedom can be actuated on the platform and requires at least
one extra cable. However, for a cable robot, we might need to add more cables for a
degree-of-freedom to achieve a preferred geometry of the platform.

In the following, two archetypic robot designs are presented where the geometry
of the robot is characterized by the proximal anchor pointsai and the distal anchor
pointsbi. The number of cables is denoted bym.

The endless Z9 design is a minimal realization of the idea sketched above to
achieve the rotation capabilities of the robot. The geometry of the robot consists of
three triangular levels on different heights that respectively share a common distal
anchor pointbi. The structure in layers shall avoid collisions amongst these groups
of cables. Since all cables within a group share a common distal anchor point, the
cables cannot interfere in any other point within the robot frame [11]. The endless Z9
is a 9-3 cable configuration. A parametric representation ofthis geometry is given
in Tab. 1.

The endless Z12 is a cable robot in a 12-3 cable configuration (see Fig. 2). In
order to match the mostly desired shape of a rectangular robot frame, the proximal
anchor points are moved to the surface of a box providing alsoa larger possible
workspace for the robot. The design has again three layers onthe platform and
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on the base, where for this robot each layer consists of four cables. Again, given a
proper geometry for the platform, cables on different layers shall not collide. For the
sample robot, we have chosen the parameters as follows:rB = 2, rP = 0.3, HB = 3,
hB = 2, HP = 0.5, andhP = 0.3.

3 Kinematic Properties

In the following, we briefly present the modelling and tools used to analyze the
cable robots. The standard kinematic modelling for cable-driven parallel robots is
used for the analysis in this paper. The platform positionr and rotationR can be
controlled by changing the cable lengthli according to the inverse kinematics

li = ai − r−Rbi , (1)

where vectorsai relate to the cable’s outlet points at the winch side andbi are the dis-
tal anchor points on the mobile platform. Considering the platform as a free floating
body, a stable platform position is characterized by the force and torque equilibrium

ATf+w = 0 , (2)

wheref andw denote the cable forces and external wrench, respectively,while AT

relates to the well-known structure matrix

AT =

[
u1 · · · um

b1×u1 · · · bm ×um

]
. (3)

The unit vectorsui describe the direction of the cables. Cables can only resistpulling
forces so that Eq. 2 must be fulfilled under the constraint of positive forcesfi > 0
for i = 1. . . ,m. Under the consideration of the minimal and maximal allowedcable
forcesfmin and fmax, it is possible to determine the set of allowed platform poses for a
given wrenchw using Eq. (2), that is to find a positive solution for the cableforces
f within the allowed rangefmin ≤ fi ≤max.

Cable robots with more cables than the six degree-of-freedomare over-constrained
systems and therefore multiple valid force distributions for a single stable platform
pose exist. This holds true especially for the endless Z robots at hand which exhibit
a high degree-of-redundancy. Thus, for the determination of the cable force, differ-
ent methods are considered that are capable of dealing with such highly redundant
robots. For this study, we focus on the (advanced) closed-form method [10], the
Dykstra method [5], and the wrench-set method [1]. However,only little can be
found in the literature that analyze appropriateness and applicability of force dis-
tribution methods for robots withm = 12 cables. It is known that the computation
time and also the convergence can degenerate if the degree-of-redundancy increases.
Therefore, different approaches are used in this study to assess also the feasibility
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for this highly redundant case. Following the discussion in[10], we use amongst
others a least squares approach

f = fm−A+T (w+ATfm
)

(4)

whereA+T is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse ofAT andfm is the medium feasi-
ble force distributionfm = (fmin+ fmax)/2.

The concept of wrench-feasibility poses is recalled above and is applied to the
workspace here. Thewrench-feasible workspace (WFW) was defined in [12, 2, 4]
as follows: The wrench-feasible workspace is the setW of poses(r,R) of the
mobile platform. For any wrenchw ∈ Q there exists a vector of cable tension
f ∈ [ fmin, fmax]

m such that Eq. (2) is fulfilled. The pose(r,R) is calledwrench-feasible
if it allows at least one solutionf ∈ [ fmin, fmax]

m. To test if a pose belongs to the
wrench-feasible workspace, the methods mentioned above tocompute force dis-
tributions are employed. For studying the workspace of the endless Z robots, one
is interested in thetotal orientation workspace [6], i.e. the set of all positions
where every orientationR ∈ R is wrench-feasible. In this study the orientation set
R = {R ∈ SO3 |R = RZ(ϕ)∀ϕ ∈ [0,2π ]} contains a full rotation around thez-axis
of the platform.

For the workspace assessment, the hull method is used [9] which allows for very
accurate computation of the workspace border also taking into account sets of ori-
entationsR. The hull methods uses a triangulation of a small sphere around the
estimated center of the workspace and inflates this region using line search until the
border of the workspace is found. However, similar results as presented here can be
achieved by simple sampling the workspace with discrete positions.

For cable robots with many cables, the problem of colliding cables becomes an
issue, especially if large rotation angles are considered.A very interesting tech-
nique to calculate the regions of cable interference withinthe constant orientation
workspace was presented by Perreault [8]. Through purely geometric considera-
tions, it is possible to determine the loci of cable-cable interference from the ge-
ometry of the frameai and the relative geometry of the mobile platformbi. The
main concept of this approach is the simple fact that two cables can interfere only
if the corresponding anchor pointsai,a j,bi,b j lie in a common plane. Since the an-
chor points on the frame are fixed in space, the plane can be constructed as follows:
As a model of the possible interference region, one computesthe normals of the
connection lines between pairs of proximal and distal anchor points from

ai j =
a j − ai

||a j − ai||2
, bi j =

b j −bi

||b j −bi||2
for i, j = 1, . . . ,m i 6= j (5)

If ai j andbi j are not parallel, one can construct two triangles [8]

T+
i j : x = a j −bi +λ ai j +νbi j (6)

T−
i j : x = a j −bi −λ ai j −νbi j (7)
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with λ ,ν > 0. Exploiting the normalized length of the vectorsai j andbi j, one prac-
tically chooses a metric length forλ andν in the range of the size of the robot to
receive finitely large triangles with the critical interference region. Note, that com-
mon anchor points as used in the robot geometries above decrease the collision
region from triangles to lines. The lines and triangles can be used for visual or au-
tomatic detection of cable-cable interference. For many robot designs, one can see
from first glance, if the triangles are within the workspace of interest or outside.
Further information on dealing with parallel vectors can befound in the paper [8].

Relaxing the considerations for the fixed orientation, the vectorbi j is transformed
by the rotation matrixRZ(ϕ) in order to study a full rotation of the platform. This
leads to the collision area given by the following parametric volume

T̂+
i j : x = a j −RZ(ϕ)bi +λ ai j +νRZ(ϕ)bi j (8)

T̂−
i j : x = ai −RZ(ϕ)b j −λ ai j −νRZ(ϕ)bi j, (9)

where forRZ(ϕ) is the elementary rotation matrix around thez axis.

4 Results

For the endless Z12 cable robots with the parameters given inTab. 1, a test trajectory
was computed where the platform simply performs a full rotation around itsz-axis
with angleϕ at the positionr = [0,0,1.5]T m. The Dykstra method was used to
compute force distribution for all angles in the given rangeϕ ∈ [−π ,π ] which force
limits fi ∈ [ fmin, fmax] = [1,10]N. The resulting forces are shown in Fig. 3 where one
can easily see that all 12 cables can be kept under tension andno cable violated the
given bounds for the cable forces. Thus, the orientation workspace of the sample
pose indeed includes a full rotation of the platform.

Interestingly, the full rotation maneuver is possible at different positions. To
quantitatively study this property of the robot, the wrench-feasible total orientation
workspace of the robot was computed using the hull algorithmfor the rotation set
R given above. Using the Dykstra method and the same force limits as given above,
a significantly large workspace was found (see Fig. 4).

The region of convergence and the computation time heavily differ amongst the
considered methods for force distribution. As conjecturedin [10], the closed-form
method performs excellently in terms of computation time but is rather limited con-
cerning the region where force distributions can be computed. The advanced closed-
form method slows down the computation time by around a factor of four in average.
From the analysis of the complexity of the algorithm at most,a slow-down of the
degree-of-redundancyr is expected and the measured computation time is consis-
tent with the expectations. Using the advanced closed-formmethod, the size of the
computable workspace is largely extended by a factor of around eight. Finally, the
Dykstra as reference method provides similar results in terms of workspace size
compared to the advanced closed-form method. However, the alternative projec-
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Fig. 3 Possible positive force distribution for a 2π rotation of the mobile platform at position
r = [0,0,1.5]T.

Table 2 Workspace volume and computation time of the endless Z12 computed with different
force distribution algorithms.

method computation time [s] volume [m3] max. cable force
closed-form 1.292 0.889 fmax = 10
closed-form 1.338 4.204 fmax = 100
advanced closed-form 5.449 7.168 fmax = 10
advanced closed-form 5.162 21.062 fmax = 100
Dykstra 66.747 7.250 fmax = 10
Dykstra 76.062 20.632 fmax = 100

tions used in Dykstra’s iterative scheme are rather inefficient for highly redundant
cable robots and lead to computation times that are one orderof magnitude larger.
Furthermore, the consideration of a larger region of feasible cable forces adds ad-
ditional efforts to the Dykstra scheme where the computation time for closed-form
and advanced closed-form remains almost constant.

Using the technique described above, the cable-cable interference was studied.
For this analysis, the following geometric parameters wereused for the endless Z12
design:rB = 2, rP = 0.3, HB = 3, hB = 2, HP = 0.5, andhP = 0.2. Note, that thez
coordinates of the pointsb5–b8 are smaller in order to avoid collisions between
the cable groups 1–4 and 5–8. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that thetotal orientation
workspace and the region of interference is separated and thus cable-cable interfer-
ence is avoided throughout the workspace.
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Fig. 4 Total orientation workspace of the cable robot endless Z12 computed with the Dykstra
method.
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Fig. 5 Lateral view in thexz-plane of the region of cable-cable interference and total orientation
workspaceW of the endless Z12 robot and the region of cable-cable interferenceI .

5 Conclusion

In this paper, design archetypes of cable-driven parallel robots with a huge orien-
tation workspace are proposed and studied. Surprisingly, such robots can execute a
full rotation of their platform while maintaining tension in the cables and avoiding
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collisions amongst the cables. Also the size of the total orientation workspace is
surprisingly large. However, the effect comes at the costs of employing a large num-
ber of actuators and additional challenges to cope with manycable. In the future,
it is planned to experimentally study such designs. We conjecture that there exists
an eight or even seven cable design that also has the unlimited rotation orientation
workspace but until now no such configuration is known.
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